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Abstract

Oil is a prominent, but multifaceted material class with a wide variety of

applications. Technical oils, crude oils as well as edibles are main subclasses.

In this review, the question is addressed how low‐field NMR can contribute

in oil characterization as an analytical tool, mainly with respect to quality con-

trol. Prerequisite in the development of a quality control application, however,

is a detailed understanding of the oils and of the measurement. Low‐field NMR

is known as a rich methodical toolbox that was and is explored and further

developed to address questions about oils, their quality, and usability as raw

materials, during production and formulation as well as in use.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Low‐field (LF)‐NMR has been developed into a powerful
and versatile tool over decades, especially for quality
control (QC) and process monitoring. The first applica-
tions were already described in the 1960s. Due to its rela-
tively simple design compared with high‐field
instruments, the high reliability and reproducibility and
robustness even in harsh enviroments, LF‐NMR is
becoming indispensable in more an more industrial
branches. In conjunction with automated data processing
and analysis, a wide variety of processes can be moni-
tored time‐resolved and continuously.
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The major technical developments of the last tens of
years can crudely be classified into two aspects. Single‐
sided devices, for example,[1] are designed to be as
compact, flexible, and light as possible. By using surface
coils, almost arbitrarily shaped objects can be analyzed
without time‐consuming sample preparation. 1H relaxa-
tion and/or diffusion measurements allow insight into
properties of an object under investigation. The
construction facilitates a high sample throughput even
in environments difficult to access.

The second development concerns NMR spectroscopy
at frequencies up to currently 92 MHz. In classic
LF‐NMR, instruments with increasingly higher magnetic
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FIGURE 1 Overview of the structure of this review. According to

four oil types — crude oils, fuel, lubricating oils, and edible oils,

applications of the LF‐NMR in the field of production, formulation

and in use are discussed (LF: low field)
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fields became available on the market. Until the 1990s,
LF‐NMR was mainly limited to the investigation of 1H
relaxation. Permanent magnets up to 1.9 T with increas-
ing magnetic field homogeneities ensured that NMR
spectroscopy in low magnetic fields has been exploited
over the last 20 years.[2–12] The investigation of
heteronuclei (19F, 13C, 15N, and 31P) opens up additional
perspectives, for example.[13,14]

One of the most important applications of LF‐NMR
concerns the characterization of oils and fats (Table 1).
These are present in diverse areas of everyday's life, such
as in foods, as fuels or as lubricants. Depending on the
application field, oils are exposed to different but specific
requirements, which are proofed by LF‐NMR, among
other valuable analytical techniques. It is necessary to
determine various quality parameters already for raw oils,
independent of the use of the oils in food, as lubricants or
in other applications. These quality parameters are of deci-
sive importance for further processing. Especially in the
case of food oils, further processing requires close‐meshed
QC. In later use, the oil's quality has to be monitored, for
example to detect the aging of lubricating oils or product
rancidity and falsification of food oils and fats.

According to these requirement profiles, this review on
the application of LF‐NMR especially in QC of oils will be
subdivided into the following sections: Based on the four
material classes—crude oils, fuels, lubricating oils, and
edible oils—(a) application examples of LF‐NMR in the
TABLE 1 Summary of typical applications of LF‐NMR on the four oi

Oil type Typical applications

Production

Crude oil Rock core analysis/well logging
Characterization of crude oil

Fuel Biodiesel production: seed analysis

Edible oil Seed analysis, oil and moisture content
Fatty acid profile of fish

Formulation

Crude oil 1H content of hydrocarbons

Fuel QC of biodiesel

Edible oil Solid fat content
Droplet size distribution

Oil in use

Lubricating oil Particulate contamination
Physicochemical implications of aging
Changes in chemical composition

Fuel Oxidation of biodiesel

Edible oil QC, e.g., fatty acid profile and lipid concentrat
Detection of adulteration

Note. LF: low field; QC: quality control.
production or extraction of raw materials, (b) in the
formation or adjustment of properties, and (c) on oils in
use, that is, aging of oils, will be summarized (Figure 1).
2 | TYPES OF OILS AND FATS

As the chemical and physical variety of “oil” is rather
large and therefore unspecific, the substances are
crudely classified and defined in the following, before
l types — crude oils, fuels, lubricating oils, and edible oil

LF‐NMR method Exemplary references

Relaxation, diffusion [15–39]

Relaxation, diffusion [32,40–44]

Relaxation [45]

Relaxation [46–51]

Relaxation, diffusion [52]

Relaxation [53]

Relaxation, spectroscopy [10,54–61]

Relaxation [62–78]

Relaxation, diffusion [79–93]

Diffusion [94]

Relaxation, diffusion [95,96]

Spectroscopy

Relaxation [97]

ion Relaxation, spectroscopy [98–112]

Relaxation, spectroscopy [113–122]
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summarizing LF‐NMR approaches to analyze and charac-
terize these classes of materials.
2.1 | Crude oils

Crude oil is a mixture of diverse chemicals naturally occur-
ring in the upper earth crust. It is mainly composed of
hydrocarbons with a variety of molecular weights. Conver-
sion processes of organicmatter led to the current crude oil
reservoirs. The total content of hydrocarbons in crude oils
is in the range of 95–99%. The nonhydrocarbon com-
pounds mostly consist of gum and asphaltenes showing
the additional chemical elements O, N, and S.[123] The
hydrocarbons in crude oils can roughly be divided into
three groups: paraffinic, naphthenic, and aromatic
hydrocarbons. Paraffinic hydrocarbons are described by
the molecular formula CnH2n+2. They are n‐ and iso‐
alkanes containing saturated, sp3 hybridized chemical
bonds. Paraffins are found in natural gas, in liquid oil,
and solid petroleum waxes. Typical chain lengths of paraf-
finic hydrocarbons range from 1 to 70 monomeric units in
form of ─CH2─ groups. Up to four units, paraffin is gas-
eous at ambient temperature and atmosphere pressure,
from five to 14 monomeric units they are liquids, whereas
hydrocarbons with higher numbers of ─CH2─ groups are
solid at ambient.[123] Naphthenic hydrocarbons show ring
or cyclic structures and are chemically as stable as paraf-
fins. A typical representative in the group of naphthenic
hydrocarbons is cyclopentane. Aromatic hydrocarbons of
the third group contain C═C double bonds. As their chem-
ical reactivity is higher, they often tend to oxidize. The
other components of crude oil most often have amacromo-
lecular structure. Resins and asphaltenes are typical
nonhydrocarbon compounds. The group of asphaltenes is
defined by solubility; they tend to agglomerate, whereas
the molecular masses are in the range of 400 to 1,500 u.
2.2 | Oils as lubricants

Wherever surfaces of solid work pieces move relative to
each other with small distances, friction, in consequence
temperature hot spots and abrasion occur. Lubricants
are essential to minimize these effects. A variety of lubri-
cants exists, also due to the variety of applications in
gears, bearings, conversions, and motors of all kind. All
lubricants consist mainly of a base oil and of additives
to a much smaller extent. Additive concentrations range
between 1% and 20%.[124] Furthermore, base oils mainly
are mineral, semisynthetic, or synthetic oils. Mineral oils
dominantly consist of hydrocarbons of different molecu-
lar size and structure. Two main types are present: ali-
phatic and aromatic molecular groups.
To improve and design the oil's properties for a given
application, semisynthetic oils were developed. They
essentially are mineral oils, which have undergone a
second refinement step and often consist of a mixture of
mineral oil and synthetic oil. Also, cracking is used to
form new molecules with the aim of improving dedicated
properties of an oil for a specific application.

The most expensive group of base oils are the fully syn-
thetic oils as their molecules are completely reformed to
tailor desired application properties. Synthetic base oils
are poly‐alpha‐olefins and esters for example.[125] In order
to finally optimize the application dependent properties of
the lubricants, additives are added. Additives most often
are synthetic chemicals and influence the physical and
chemical properties of the lubricants especially on the long
term. Typical additives determining the chemical and
physical properties are, for example, antioxidants
reducing the otherwise evolving acidity. Others, such as
extreme pressure or anti wear additives form films on the
mainly metallic surfaces. These compounds often contain
sulfur and phosphorus, for instance, in form of triphenyl
phosphorotionate and zinc dialkyldithiophosphate.
Physical properties like viscosity can be influenced,
for example, by viscosity index improvers, whose
chemical composition depends on the application's
temperature.[126,127]
2.3 | Diesel/biodiesel

An alternative to petroleum based diesel,[128,129] being
produced by distillation of crude oil, is biodiesel. It
became increasingly important but is also controversially
discussed. Biodiesel is distinguished by its good biode-
gradability, renewability, low toxicity, and total low‐
emission profile. Typically, biodiesel is produced by
transesterification of vegetable and animal oils and fats
with monoalcohols and is chemically a fatty acid methyl
ester. The properties of biodiesel are crudely given by the
chain length of the composing molecules, their saturation
degree, the concentration of fatty acid methyl esters, and
finally by the structure of the esters depending on the
feedstock. Another approach is to use biowaste for the
production of combustibles, examples are pyrolysis oils.
2.4 | Edible oils

Vegetable and animal oils and fats used as edibles are often
extracted from plant seeds or pulp (olive oil) and animal
tissues. Oils are roughly defined as being liquid at room
temperature. Again crudely speaking, animal “oils,” on
the other hand, are mainly solid at room temperature and
therefore are called fats. An exception are fish oils. Animal
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oils and fats are mainly extracted from animal tissues;
alternatively, they can also be obtained from milk. Dairy
products are representative for this class.

Edible oils mainly consist of triglycerides, the ester of
glycerol with three fatty acids. Di‐ and mono‐glycerides
are also known but not as common and widespread as
triglycerides. The chain length of fatty acids varies; food
oils usually consist of a number of ─CHx─ groups in the
range of 16–26 with a ─CH3 and a ─COOH end group.
Prominent examples are oleic acid, palmitic acid, or
linoleic acid, to name a few. Not only themolecular weight,
but also the chemical bonds, that is, the hybridization of
the C‐atoms as sp3 and sp2, vary and are used for classifica-
tion. Saturated, unsaturated, and polyunsaturated fatty
acids are differentiated. Among polyunsaturated fatty
acids, the essential oils are of interest for industry.
Regarding nomenclature, fatty acids are referred to as
omega‐3 or omega‐6 fatty acids depending on the position
of the first double bond from the ─CH3 end group.

The average global production of vegetable oils from
oil seeds amounted to 174.1 Mt per year between 2013
and 2015, with palm oil, soy oil, rapeseed, and sunflower
oil accounting for the majority (87%). A total of 141.6 Mt
of these oils were used in food, and 22.4 Mt were used as
biodiesel. At an average price of 782.2 USD/t, this results
in an enormous financial volume in the food market.[130]

Especially in the case of high‐quality polyunsaturated
fatty acids, such as fish oils or olive oil, false declarations
of origin or of adulteration with other, cheaper oils occur
with increasing frequency. Rapid and reliable analytical
methods are urgently needed to protect both producers
and consumers.

Edible oils and fats are often dispersed in foods. Not
only chemical composition but also texture and mouth
feeling are of major interest, which are often related to
the form and length scales of dispersion. Consequently,
measurement techniques are searched for, which are capa-
ble to measure these characterizing quantities reliably.
3 | LF ‐NMR TECHNIQUES IN
RESEARCH AND QC

The development of new analytics in QC primarily plays
an important role, if established methods do not meet
the actual demands, for example, robustness, sensitivity,
specificity, and reliability. Over time in the development
of LF‐NMR, applications in QC have become more and
more important. LF‐NMR devices are usually based on
permanent magnets and therefore do not require cooling
by cryogenic liquids. Advantages of LF‐NMR compared
with high‐field NMR are the lower costs in investigation
and maintenance as well as robustness. Disadvantages
of LF‐NMR are the lower magnetic field, sensitivity, and
lower magnetic field homogeneity, whereas the domi-
nance of J coupling increases compared with chemical
shift dispersion at lower magnetic fields.
3.1 | Time‐domain NMR: Relaxation and
diffusion

Typical time‐domain (TD) NMR devices record time‐
domain 1H NMR data often without chemical shift reso-
lution due to the magnet's inhomogeneity. The first QC
TD‐NMR applications were based on the exploration of
the molecular dynamics by means of relaxation and diffu-
sion.[62,131–135] Equally important as data generation was
and is data processing and interpretation. To obtain sim-
ple and meaningful QC parameters, data reduction is
indispensable. Therefore, only those parts of the free
induction decay (FID), which are meaningful for the
application, were acquired and quantified. A prominent
example is the solid fat content (SFC) determination to
be discussed later. Nowadays, in TD‐NMR measurements
of transverse relaxation, often the Carr–Purcell–
Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence[95] is used, in
which thousands of echoes are acquired to reliably mea-
sure the magnetization decay. Relaxation data of “simple
substances” can be described by a monoexponential func-
tion, which is theoretically based for example on the
Bloch equations.[136] From the physical point of view, this
approach is limited in describing multicomponent mix-
tures in a meaningful way. Inverse Laplace transforma-
tion (ILT) algorithms were therefore developed resulting
in relaxation time distributions.[137,138] One major disad-
vantage of this approach is its numerical instability for
signals with small signal‐to‐noise ratios, which are almost
always present in TD‐NMR relaxation data.[139] A regu-
larization parameter is often user‐specific and therefore
more or less subjective. Especially in the case of auto-
mated data processing, the use of the ILT is difficult with
respect to repeatability and reliability. Comparability of
data and physicochemical interpretation are sometimes
limited as well. Nevertheless, there is significant develop-
ment going on, also regarding the correlation analysis of
relaxation data among themselves and relaxation with
diffusion data, for example.[140,141] Another promising
approach to relaxation data of complex mixtures is the
gamma distribution model,[96] initially presented for
NMR diffusion data by Röding et al.[142] Within this
model, magnetization decays either due to relaxation or
due to molecular diffusion in gradients are described by
distributions of relaxation rates or diffusion coefficients.
In case of monomodal distributions, two quality parame-
ters result: the mean relaxation rate or diffusion
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coefficient and the corresponding distribution width.
Besides LF‐NMR relaxation, NMR diffusion measure-
ments are historically a major analytical tool in QC, for
example, for droplet size determination in emul-
sions.[143–147] Often used pulse sequences are the pulsed
field gradient spin echo or the pulsed field gradient stim-
ulated echo sequence.

As longitudinal relaxation depends on the magnetic
field,[148–150] longitudinal relaxation was often investi-
gated as a function of the magnetic field. Field cycling
NMR relaxometers allow the measurement of the longitu-
dinal relaxation time T1 as a function of the magnetic
field within one apparatus at LFs. Typical 1H Larmor fre-
quencies of the magnetic fields in which relaxation takes
place range from a few kHz up to 42 MHz.[151] Field
cycling NMR is often applied to answer questions
concerning contrast agents, that is, their paramagnetic
relaxation,[152] and liquids within pores.[153]
3.2 | Spectroscopy in LF‐NMR

Apart from relaxation and diffusion, NMR spectroscopy
provides detailed informations about the chemical com-
position of samples. Over the years, attempts were made
to design permanent magnets for sufficient homogeneity
to allow chemical shift resolution.[2,8,9,154,155] Main appli-
cations are nowadays reaction monitoring and education,
whereas research is going on to improve the applicability
and to enlarge the diversity of NMR further, also in form
of fast two‐dimensional (2D) experiments.[156]
4 | LF ‐NMR IN OIL PRODUCTION,
FORMULATION AND USE

As the number of applications of LF‐NMR is rather large,
this section of the review is structured along the main
processing chain of oils. Starting from production and the
applications of LF‐NMR in this area, formulation processes
and finally the changes of oils during use and abuse
are addressed as they appear from the perspective of
LF‐NMR in research and QC. The differentiation between
edible and technical oils is also retained in this section.
4.1 | Production

4.1.1 | Crude oil

The characterization of crude oil using methods of LF‐
NMR already begins with rock core analysis in boreholes.
Well logging properties of subsurface earth formations are
measured in situ. The primary aim is to detect reservoirs
in different porous layers of the earth filled with water,
gas, and oil. Extreme conditions in these up to 10‐km‐

deep boreholes require robust equipment that enables
reliable analysis even at high temperatures and pressures
in chemically and structurally drastically varying environ-
ments. The findings are essential for the identification of
new industrially usable wells for crude oil production.
NMR well logging is almost as old as NMR itself, the first
investigations date back to the 1950s. In the beginning,
well logging was still carried out using the earth's mag-
netic field. Meanwhile, NMR proved to be much more
powerful and was successfully applied already in 1983.
Further technical developments led to the fact that nowa-
days well logging can be carried out at the same time as
drilling. B0 and B1 fields are generated within the NMR
device and characterize the environment ex situ. The
fields are relatively weak and strongly inhomogeneous;
therefore, no chemical shift information is available. The
characterization is based on the measurement of relaxa-
tion and diffusion, whereby CPMG in particular proved
to be effective in the strongly inhomogeneous fields.[15–39]

LF‐NMR meanwhile is an important tool for the char-
acterization of crude oil.[40] Alternative and established
analytical methods are most often ex situ and need large
amounts of solvents. Typical questions concern the iden-
tification and classification of crude oils, that is, the
chemical characterization and quantification of the com-
plex mixtures of different oil fractions or reservoirs.[41]

Measurement of viscosity[32,42] and determination of
droplet size distributions of emulsions[43] are also issues
in this field. Crude oils are complex organic mixtures
and contain several thousands of components.[44]

In oil refineries, online NMR, also in combination
with generalized predictive control, is used to monitor
the oil composition and to manage crude transitions in
refinery logistics.[157] Although one‐dimensional (1D) 1H
NMR spectroscopy is used to obtain information about
the chemical composition, relaxation measurements
provide information about molecular dynamics. The
additional use of multivariate data analysis such as prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA) and partial least squares
regression (also named projection on latent structures
regression, PLSR) allows the correlation between gravity
or viscosity with NMR parameters.[40–42,158,159] Viscosity
of heavy crude oils also containing asphaltenes was deter-
mined by transverse and longitudinal relaxation.[160]
4.1.2 | Edible oils: Seed and raw material
analysis

The quality of many natural products and raw materials
is subjected to regional and seasonal fluctuations. In
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order to ensure a sufficiently good product quality, an
exact analysis and knowledge of the raw natural material
is necessary before further processing—apart from the
fact that quality determines the price to be payed to
farmers and producers. An important application field
of LF‐NMR is found in QC of seeds and their residues,
which are used both, in food industry and in industrial
processing to biodiesel and bioethanol. Important
indicators for the seed quality are the concentrations of
oil, moisture, ash, and proteins as well as the fatty acid
profile.

The potential of NMR to determine the oil content of
seeds was already described some decades ago and is
still applied[46–51] and well established in a common
norm.[161] The oil content of the predried, intact seeds
of different plants was determined. Due to the signifi-
cantly slower transverse relaxation rates, 1H NMR signals
of oil could be distinguished from those of bound water,
carbohydrates, and proteins. Because free water also
shows small relaxation rates, which distinctly depend on
the chemical environment, this technique is limited for
high water contents. Quantification is therefore difficult;
nevertheless, attempts were made early[47–49]: Tiwari
et al.[47] investigated the influence of water content,
shape, and positioning of seeds in the NMR tube with
respect to reproducibility and accuracy of the oil content
determination. The study was carried out on peanut
seeds and Brassica and was optimized with regard to
the measuring time. The FID shows different rates for
the different components in the seeds. For example, the
signal of the 1H nuclei of bound water, proteins, and
carbohydrates decays much faster than that of the oil
due to the shorter T2 relaxation time. Conclusions were
drawn about the oil concentration analyzing the form of
the signal decay. Further investigations were successfully
carried out on olive husk,[162] sunflower seeds, soy beans,
and mustard seeds.[48]

Due to advances in LF equipment and experiments,
other methods for determining the oil content could be
implemented: A spin echo experiment allows the simulta-
neous determination of moisture and oil concentra-
tions.[49,163,164] The difference of the signal amplitudes
of the FID S1 50 μs after the 90° preparation pulse and
of the echo S2 after 7 ms is assigned to moisture and oil
content via a calibration. In order to ensure that free
water with T2 relaxation time larger or in the range of
the oils does not significantly influence the measurement,
the water concentration must be below 15%. This method
requires a minimum of sample preparation and reliably
determines oil and moisture contents within some tens
of seconds. Prerequisite is a previous and reliable calibra-
tion by series of samples of known oil concentration.
This method for simultaneous determination of oil and
moisture contents of seeds is also described in industry
standards.[165–167] Meanwhile, the oil content of numer-
ous seeds (canola, corn, sunflower, cotton, flax, poppy,
soya, mustard, hemp,[164] and tobacco seeds[51]) and other
foods (olives,[168] nuts, chocolate, milk powder, bakery
powders, cheese, and sausages[135]) could be determined
successfully.

In a comparison between the acquisition of FIDs,
spin echoes, and CPMG echo trains, it was shown that
the CPMG sequence was most suitable for determining
the oil concentration due to a less pronounced depen-
dence on moisture concentration and on positioning in
the tube, that is, sample and magnetic field inhomogene-
ity.[163] The already more or less dry seeds show low
water signals with distinct relaxation properties, that is,
a predrying of the seeds is usually not necessary.
Thus, a completely nondestructive analysis is available
in form of this LF‐NMR method.

For accurate results, in recent years, the experimental
results have increasingly been correlated involving
multivariate, that is, chemometric data analyses. This
approach is valuable especially for wet natural products
and foods. Pedersen et al.[169] compared the conventional
approach of data processing, that is, a monoexponential
fit to an FID, with chemometric results using a JackKnife
validation. The oil content of rapeseed and mustard seed
could be determined without predrying of the seeds.

From oil concentrations of different seeds, conclu-
sions can also be drawn about other ingredients. There-
fore, a correlation between oil concentration and protein
concentration of soybeans was established.[170] In addi-
tion, Horn et al.[171] showed a possibility for the simul-
taneous determination of oil and protein
concentrations of cotton. A different approach is to
exploit both, longitudinal and transverse relaxation
simultaneously, which was the basis for the measure-
ment of body mass composition of small animals by
LF‐NMR.[172,173] Modifying the pulse sequence into a
saturation‐based sequence lowered the measurement
time and led to a LF‐NMR application capable to deter-
mine water, oil, and hard materials within one experi-
ment.[98,174] Quantification was achieved by regarding
the NMR signal as a fingerprint, which can be corre-
lated with results of other analytical tools. In these
cases, wet chemical tools were used, and a chemometric
model, here PLSR, was calculated to establish a quanti-
tative correlation.

In order to achieve the highest possible throughput for
a 100% control of natural products, fast NMR measure-
ments are desirable. Colnago et al.[175] proposed a NMR
method based on steady‐state free precession of nuclear
magnetization, known as continuous wave free preces-
sion. Thus, the oil and fat content of agricultural products
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(palm fruit, castor bean, and watermelon seed) could be
accurately determined. Furthermore, a correlation of the
concentration of sunflower oil in carbon tetrachloride
with the amplitude of 1H continuous wave free precession
signal was demonstrated.[176]

LF‐NMR is an efficient analysis tool in screening
processes; of course, its applicability strongly depends
on throughput and other prerequisites of the process.
A throughput of 1,400 samples per day was realized in
the oil content determination of oats.[177] A sequence
with three key components was used: the acquisition of
a FID, a spin echo, and a combined T1/T2 relaxation.
The correlation with chemometric data processing
allowed screening with this high sample throughput.

Quality and composition of the raw natural materials
are of decisive importance not only in food but also in
biodiesel production. Seeds with fatty acid profiles that
do not contain (poly)unsaturated fatty acids but saturated
fatty acids are required, preferentially with high yields.
Prestes et al.[45] used a CPMG pulse sequence to detect
the transverse magnetization decay, which is of course
multiexponential as diverse substances contribute. Again
chemometric data processes revealed a clustering of the
decays, which allowed a classification of diverse seeds.
Thus, the fatty acid profile of palm oil and linseed could
be qualified and quantified. A complete picture of seed
quality was obtained and related to classic classification
schemes such as cetane number, iodine value, and kine-
matic viscosity by clustering the NMR results.

Fatty acid profiles of living fish currently are of high
nutritional interest. Such a profile depends on breeding
conditions and feeding, which have to be optimized in
the fish farms. The fat concentration of Atlantic salmon
was determined in vivo by single‐sided NMR using
CPMG.[52] Modeling the signal decay by a biexponential,
two essential values of T2,eff were assigned to water and
fat. A calibration with results from chemical extraction
after slaughtering allowed an accurate quantification
of both components. The measurements took 20 s per
fish.
4.2 | LF‐NMR in formulation of oils

4.2.1 | 1H content of hydrocarbons

The quality of oils depends on the saturation degree and
the molecular weight, which correspond to the number
of 1H in a given volume or mass. As the NMR signal
intensity is proportional to the number of contributing
spins, the number of 1H in oils can be quantified by mea-
suring the FID after a calibration with known substances
of similar chemical composition such as alkanes. This
application of TD‐NMR was standardized and is com-
monly applied in industrial processes.[53]

Depending on the application, lubricants considerably
differ in their chemical composition. Apart from the
choice of a suitable base oil, this mainly concerns the
additives. By the specific use of additives during oil for-
mulation, a large number of parameters are characteristic
for oil quality and can be adjusted. These include, for
example, viscosity index, viscosity, total acid number,
and total base number. The limits of application and the
suitability of the lubricants can currently be estimated
less on the basis of well‐founded scientific knowledge
but more on the basis of profound experience. LF‐NMR
can also contribute to a better understanding and charac-
terization of lubricants. A correlation between viscosity
and transverse relaxation was found for noncontaminated
oils. In the near future, LF‐NMR spectroscopy could also
be used to make the formulation and characterization of
lubricants more efficient and reliable. The high informa-
tion content about chemical structure and composition
facilitates an accurate additive formulation and thus an
exact adjustment of the quality parameters of the oils,
maybe also with respect to a better ecological use of these
valuable resources.
4.2.2 | QC of biodiesel oils

Biodiesel produced from vegetable oils or animal fats has
become an alternative to fossil fuels.[10] Different feed
stocks are currently used such as food grade soybean,
corn, rapeseed, and sunflower oils. These oils are often
subjected to a transesterification. Methanol is typically
used as the short chain alcohol and NaOH or KOH as
the base catalyst. Low‐field 1H NMR spectroscopy was
shown to monitor the transesterification reaction.[10,54,55]

Two prominent peaks characterize the
transesterification: the peak of the glyceridic 1H has a
chemical shift of 4.2 ppm, only being present in the oil,
whereas the signal of the methyl ester 1H at 3.66 ppm is
attributed to biodiesel.

Not only chemical composition but also molecular
dynamics and translational diffusion are quality charac-
teristics of biodiesel. Fatty acid methyl esters, being
derivated from fatty acids, are the basis of biodiesel.[56]

The molecular structure of the fatty acid methyl
esters significantly affects the physicochemical properties
of biodiesel, which can be determined by LF‐NMR.[56,57]

It was shown that measuring the transverse magnetiza-
tion decay and analyzing the data by ILT lead to insight
into the properties. Several peaks in the relaxation distri-
bution sign different proportions of different molecular
mobility in biodiesel.
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Also, fossil diesel oils are of considerable importance
for both road and sea transport and are obtained by
refining crude oils. To make even more money in this
big market, adulterations occur. Kerosene was and might
be added to diesel oils as it has a good miscibility and is
much cheaper but also leads to irreparable damage in,
for example, cars. As a consequence of this adulteration,
difficulties result in starting the engine, the amount of
emission and exhaust gasses increase.[58] To detect this
type of contamination, TD‐NMR transverse relaxation
represents a good tool to measure the concentration of
kerosene in diesel oils.[58] Additionally, the determination
of several commonly used quality characteristics such as
refractive index, viscosity, density, and total acid number
is possible by transverse relaxation.[159]

Lignocellulose‐based biomass is often processed by
pyrolysis apart from gasification and fractionation. The
composition of pyrolysis oils can be measured not only
by conventional NMR[59,60] but also by LF 1H NMR
spectroscopy revealing the major chemical components.
Water content was measured, which is of interest for
subsequent process steps like combustion.[61]
4.2.3 | Edible oils and fats: SFC

SFC is a key quality parameter in many edible oils and
fats in production but also in product development. Other
methods, such as dilatometry, have drawbacks, for
example, lower accuracy and large measurement times.
Various early publications have shown that wide line or
TD‐NMR is suitable for determining SFC.[63,64] In 1973,
van Putte et al.[62] showed how to determine the
solid/liquid ratio in semicrystalline fats. The 1H magneti-
zation decay in an FID after a 90° radio frequency pulse
can be divided into the rapid decay of the 1H magnetiza-
tion of the solid fat and the slower decay of the liquid fat.
The ratio of both is temperature dependent, of course. In
protracted studies and ring tests, the signal intensity after
70 μs was defined to reflect the liquid part. The amount of
solid fat can either be determined indirectly by melting
the sample. Alternatively, the direct method[134] was
developed, that is, the signal intensity after 11 μs is
quantified, whereby a correction factor for the dead time
of the radiofrequency circuit is often taken into account.
A further study showed the possibility of a fully auto-
mated SFC determination within a few seconds.[65]

Various products were studied such as sunflower,
rapeseed, palm, coconut oil, or also hydrogenated fish
oil, the results are in line with those of dilatometry
and finally resulted in standardized applications of
TD‐NMR: The determination of SFC by TD‐NMR was
first recorded in an International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry method in 1982. Meanwhile, SFC
determination in bulk fats and oils is established in
several standards.[66–69,134]

SFC was and is measured by TD‐NMR on margarine
fats,[70] on hard confectionery butter fats,[71] and temper-
ing fats (cocoa butter and their equivalents).[131] The
quality of these tempering fats depends to a large extent
on crystal size and morphology. The temperature‐
dependent formation can be traced by TD‐NMR.

The often used direct method for SFC determination is
relatively limited and does not use the complete informa-
tion available in TD‐NMR. Additionally, it requires
correction factors, which need to be determined. To
extract the complete information and to circumvent the
restrictions, van Duynhoven et al.[72] proposed curve
fitting for modeling the NMR signal.[73] In a combined
FID‐CPMG experiment, good correlation was achieved
in comparison with the established direct and indirect
method with regard to accuracy and precision.[74]

Transverse relaxation decay deconvolution leads to SFC
among other parameters. Another example for the
application of transverse relaxation decay deconvolution
is the measurement of SFC of the fat‐oil phase in oil‐in‐
water (O/W) emulsions.[75] The fact that the crystals
morphology is reflected in the shape of the FID opens
up new possibilities of characterization of crystalline
macromolecular materials, for example, polymers.

Temperature‐dependent TD‐NMR measurements
allow studying the SFC content as a function of cooling
rate.[76] This allows the detection of parameters, which
were previously inaccessible and which are important
in time and temperature‐dependent crystallization pro-
cesses. Crystallization is known to depend on the shear
exerted on the material. The crystallization of canola stea-
rin in canola oil in a Couette cell at different shear rates
was investigated.[77] The experimental setup provided
reproducible and comparable SFC results, which were
compared with static measurements. The approach is
promising for the detailed investigation of the effects of
shear flow on SFC of nanostructured or macromolecular
multicomponent systems.

Emulsions represent an important field in food science
and industry, whereas SFC is known to have a major
influence on product quality. A direct SFC determination
in emulsions is complicated due to the difficult distinc-
tion of the signals from dispersed and quasi‐continuous
phases. The measurements are additionally affected by
transverse water relaxation, which itself depends on the
food network. Linke et al.[78] presented a way to deter-
mine SFC even in emulsions with a high water content.
By an additional magnetization inversion, followed by
an appropriate recovery delay, the pulse sequence was
changed so that the SFC for an O/W emulsion based on
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a medium chain triglyceride and an O/W emulsion made
of tristearin could be determined successfully. Further
work concerns the monitoring of crystallization as a
function of time and temperature.
4.2.4 | Droplet size distribution by LF‐
NMR

Essentially, two NMR parameters are known to be sensi-
tive to geometrical hindrance, namely, relaxation and dif-
fusion. Both methods can be applied to disperse systems
of food and technical oils, mainly emulsions. Although
relaxation is often explored in porous solids (T1 in field
cycling or T2 at larger magnetic fields), for example, in
the field of crude oil exploration, which exhibit large
surface relaxation, the diffusion‐based approach is
commonly applied in food emulsions.

Pulsed field gradient experiments, most often in form
of dedicated pulsed field gradient stimulated echo experi-
ments, record the magnetization decay as a function of
gradient duration or better of gradient amplitude.
Differentiation of oil and water phases is achieved by
their specific relaxation and diffusion properties as most
often, PFG‐NMR in LF is realized without chemical shift
dispersion. Modeling is commonly made along the
description given by Murday and Cotts,[79] combined
with a logarithmic normal distribution.[80,81,145,146] The
distribution function, often in form of the monomodal
log‐normal distribution, is only a matter of numerical
implementation. The distribution function can be
adapted to the needs of the emulsion under investiga-
tion.[82] Also, regularization approaches[83] are known,
which confirm the applicability of the log‐normal distri-
bution so far. All these studies and the application in
industrial environments based upon the fact that the
mean free path length of molecules inside a droplet is
restricted due to the disperse nature of the material. The
method is therefore limited on the length scale: In case
the droplets are too large, the experience of the restriction
is too small to be quantified in terms of droplet size distri-
bution. In case the droplets are too small, the dynamics of
the droplets as a whole determines the overall and
ensemble averaged diffusion. This case was found to be
describable by using the classic Stokes–Einstein relation
combined with a distribution function.[84] Droplet sizes
below 1 μm were successfully determined and found to
be comparable with the results from dynamic light
scattering.[85] Multiple emulsions were also measured.
Quantification and interpretation of data are highly
demanding for this type of emulsions.[86–89,143]

Another completely nondestructive approach is
offered by single‐sided NMR for the determination of oil
or fat concentrations in food products by LF‐NMR, which
can be designed much more compact than other bench-
top NMR instruments. Moreover, geometrical restric-
tions are relaxed concerning the shape of the sample
to be investigated. For example, “through package”
measurements are possible.[90,91] In[92] the application
of NMR mobile universal surface explorer was summa-
rized for material analysis. The strongly inhomogeneous
magnetic field in single‐sided NMR results in a perma-
nent but spatially dependent magnetic field gradient.
This causes the transverse magnetization decay being
influenced not only by transverse relaxation but also
by translational diffusion. An effective relaxation rate
T2,eff is measured, and the two main influencing factors
can be separated at least qualitatively by measuring at
different effective diffusion, that is, echo times. The
principle was also applied to study food emulsions.[93]

The NMR answer of the sample can be designed using
multiecho pulse sequences. Transverse relaxation can
also be combined with longitudinal magnetization
weighting; quantitative measurements were successfully
performed using this approach.
4.3 | LF‐NMR on oils in use

4.3.1 | Engine oils

Oils often undergo irreversible aging processes during
usage. From the ecological, economical as well as from
the machines point of view, optimal oil change intervals
are highly desirable. Commonly applied analytical
methods are GC–MS, FTIR, viscosity measurements,
and ICP‐OES[178–180]—among others.

Due to the widely spread use of engine oils, diverse
aging mechanisms and contaminants are postulated and
often discussed controversially:

• thermal oxidative aging probably catalyzed by metals
present in the machines (e.g., copper), which changes
the chemical composition of oils, especially of
additives;

• acids, which are caused by thermal oxidative stress
and accelerate degradation of additives;

• evaporation of volatile substances changing chemical
composition, diffusion, and relaxation of the oil;

• cracking with the corresponding reduction of the oil's
molecular weight distribution, that is, changes in
relaxation and diffusion;

• resinifying accompanied by an increase of molecular
weight, that is, changes in relaxation and diffusion;

• penetration and deposition of foreign substances such
as water or fuels especially in the case of motor oils
changing physical and chemical properties of the oils;
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• particulate abrasion, that is, changes in relaxation and
diffusion.

In the following, examples will be discussed, which show
the applicability of NMR to detect the consequences of
these aging effects.
4.3.2 | Particulate contamination

During usage, gear oils often become contaminated by
particles due to abrasion in gears or bearings
(Figure 2). Depending on the nature of the often metallic
machine parts, the abraded particles are potentially
magnetic, that is, ferromagnetic, paramagnetic, or
superparamagnetic depending on the particles material
and size. Small particles and more or less in oil dissolved
ions will be discussed below.

In the sagittal MR image of the fresh oil sample
(Figure 2, middle), no particles are visible, whereas the
contaminated sample shows—already in the visual
impression (Figure 2, left)—a significant texture in the
MR image. Magnetic susceptibility differs between parti-
cles and oil which damage the magnetic field homogene-
ity—also drastically influencing of course the line width
in NMR spectroscopy. Apart from these obvious contam-
inations, which are often removed by filtration, nanopar-
ticles may remain, which could be magnetic or
diamagnetic. If so, they are no longer detectable via
exploration of magnetic field homogeneity, which is valid
also for small nanoparticles. However, NMR offers a
different tool: Geometric hindrance of oil diffusion can
be detected by PFG‐NMR, specifically, under variation
of the diffusion time Δ. In the case of free diffusion, the
diffusion coefficient D, that is, the magnetization decay
as a function of gradient amplitude or duration, is
expected to be independent of Δ. The magnetization
decays measured on the contaminated gear oil instead
showed an implicit dependence on Δ (Figure 2), whereas
b is the product of the magnetogyric ratio γ, the gradient
pulse duration δ, its amplitude g, and the reduced diffu-

sion time Δ − δ�
3

� �
: b ¼ γgδð Þ2 Δ − δ�

3

� �
. With increas-

ing Δ, the slope of the magnetization decay changes
indicating geometrically hindered diffusion.

Please also note that the magnetization decays do not
form a straight line in the representation (Figure 1, right)
but show a curvature. This deviation from the classic the-
oretical expectation[94] is due to the mixture of various
substances and the high concentrations of larger mole-
cules with inherent degrees of freedom regarding confor-
mation and entanglements. Currently, applied data
processing approaches are therefore either the numerical
approach via ILT or the modeling via an analytic distribu-
tion function.

Summarizing, particulate contamination in oils can be
detected by NMR via susceptibility differences (line width
or magnetic resonance imaging) or geometrical hin-
drance (PFG‐NMR). Particles in the small nanometer
range and paramagnetic ions cause additionally measur-
able paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE).[181]
4.3.3 | Physicochemical implications of
aging

Due to the chemical composition of technical oils and
as the environmental conditions cover large ranges, a
generally valid rule of thumb for changes in relaxation
and diffusion properties could not be established so far.
Instead, the potential of LF‐NMR is discussed on the
example of an engine oil that was systematically stressed
in an engine test rig. Transverse relaxation and diffusion
were measured. Analyzing the data by the Γ‐distribution
model lead to mean values and distribution widths of
relaxation and diffusion coefficients. With increasing
runtime the mean transverse relaxation rate R2 and the
distribution's width increased, whereas the mean diffu-
sion coefficient Dmean decreased.[96]

Longitudinal relaxation of engine oils as measured
by fast field cycling FFC‐NMR was shown to be also
sensitive to aging: The relaxation dispersion
R1(ω0) = 1/T1(ω0) itself is sensitive to the oil formula-
tion. With increasing runtime, R1 increased for two
oils.[95] The largest differences were observed at Larmor
frequencies ω0 = 2πν0 in the range of several kilohertz,
indicating that molecular fluctuations, which are influ-
enced by aging, are predominantly in this frequency
range of several kilohertz. These findings are in agree-
ment with classic NMR relaxation studies where the
larger sensitivity towards aging processes was found in
transverse relaxation, which also reflects molecular
dynamics at low frequencies in the kilohertz range.

Transverse and longitudinal 1H relaxations of organic
materials are often dominated by homonuclear dipolar
couplings. However, PRE is not negligible in samples
containing (super)paramagnetic substances. This fact is
exploited in magnetic resonance imaging in form of
contrast agents. As already mentioned, abrasion leads to
particulate contamination of oils which are often not dia-
magnetic. In a first approach, PRE and homonuclear
dipolar coupling contribute according to the concentra-
tion of magnetic impurities to the total relaxation rate.
For a quantitative and reliable analysis of the data, not
only the concentration of (super)paramagnetic impurities
but also their relaxivities have to be considered, which are



FIGURE 2 Left: Photo of a NMR tube with aged gear oil with particulate contamination, in the middle: magnetic resonance image of a

NMR sample tube containing fresh gear oil (x = 1.5–5.5 mm) and the gear oil with particular contamination (x = 7–11 mm). Right: PFG‐

NMR signal decays measured on the aged gear oil for diffusion times Δ ∈ [60, 1,000] ms. (PFG: pulsed field gradient)
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a function of shape and size of the particles. Practically,
estimates can currently be made in the sense of worst‐
case scenarios.
FIGURE 3 (a,b) R1 dispersion for two engine oils. Filled points

represent the measurements on fresh oils, the open circles that of

degraded oils.[95] The T1 dispersion is pronounced in all cases. The

sensitivity towards aging processes is the largest at low Larmor

frequencies for both types of engine oils
4.3.4 | Changes in chemical composition

Chemical changes in oils in the course of aging were
detected using high‐field spectroscopy.[182–185] Diverse
1D and 2D experiments (single pulse 1H, 15N, 13C and
31P, 1H‐

1H COSY, 1H‐
13C HSQC) provided a comprehen-

sive view of the investigated oils. In particular, the
degradation of additives and the increasing concentration
of aging products can have a lasting adverse effect on the
oil quality, which could be detected by low‐field 1D 1H
NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3).

The comparison of 1H spectra of a fresh engine oil at
80 and 400 MHz shows good agreement (Figure 4) despite
of the lower signal–to–noise (S/N) ratio and the more
pronounced peak overlaps due to a wider spread of J
couplings (on the ppm scale, not in Hz). The largest
differences result from the dominant lines of ─CH2─

and ─CH3 groups at about 1.3 and 0.9 ppm, whose line
feet reach up to 5 ppm. The range of higher chemical
shifts (>2 ppm) is of particular interest regarding the
additives. Chemical reactions of these oil components
serve as an indication for aging, mainly for thermal
oxidative aging. Using prior knowledge from high‐field
spectroscopy, spectra can be quantified by line fitting.
In addition, a partial suppression of the base oil signals,
for example, by appropriate radio frequency pulses,
potentially could facilitate the interpretation.

The applicability of low‐field NMR spectroscopy for
QC of engine oils is demonstrated on the already men-
tioned engine oils, that is, nine samples from an engine
test rig were analyzed (Figure 5). The used oil was
replaced by fresh oil in oil changes that took place after
665 and 1,255 hr. 1H spectra are zoomed in, the chemical
shift region is now limited to 2–13 ppm. The signature of
aging was detected, whereby the spectrum of the fresh oil
in particular differs from the others.



FIGURE 4 1H spectra of a fresh motor oil measured at 80 MHz

(gray) and 400 MHz (black). The samples were diluted with

deuterated chloroform (99.8%, 1:2) and accordingly referenced to

residual CHCl3 at 7.26 ppm. The broader lines at 80 MHz are

mainly due to unresolved J couplings, please compare with the

residual CHCl3 signals at 7.26 ppm

FIGURE 5 1H one‐dimensional spectra of engine oils diluted

with deuterated chloroform (99.8%, 1:2) at different runtimes,

measured at 80 MHz. The oil of the engine test rig was changed

after 665 and 1,255 hr, which is reflected in the spectra by a

discontinuity. The spectra were referenced to chloroform at

7.26 ppm. Aging signatures are clearly visible over the whole

chemical shift range >2 ppm

FIGURE 6 Relative integrals Irel of the carboxyl group at 11.4 ppm

as a function of runtime trun of the motor test rig, referenced on the

─CH3 peak area and normalized to the peak area of the carboxyl

group at trun = 665 hr.. Irel reflects the oil changes after 665 and

1,255 hr: Irel is small after the oil change as it is for fresh oil
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The signal at 11.4 ppm was exemplarily quantified by
modeling with a pseudo‐Voigt function and subsequent
referencing to the integral of the ─CH3 peak. The signal
is assigned to a carboxyl group (RCOOH), which may be
formed by oxidation of additives and therefore is a clear
indication on the progressive aging of the oil. In the next
step, all integrals were normalized to the maximum peak
area of the carboxyl group at trun = 665 hr
(Figure 6). A qualitative correlation between the concen-
tration of the carboxyl compound and the running time
of the oil was observed.
4.3.5 | Biodiesel in use: Oxidation

Aging of biodiesel was investigated by LF‐NMR. This
class of oils is known for aging by autoxidation. In
Berman et al.,[97] this fact was studied by diverse analyti-
cal tools such as gas chromatography, Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and by LF‐NMR, here spe-
cifically by transverse relaxation. The transverse magneti-
zation decays were analyzed via ILT. The resulting
relaxation distributions reflect the composition and pro-
nouncedly show the impact of autoxidation on molecular
mobility, that is, of the spectral densities.
4.3.6 | Edible oils in use/QC

Oils and fats play an important role in various foods. The
total lipid content and the type of crystal structure are
decisive for mechanical properties and textures, taste,
and storage stability. In many cases, LF‐NMR enables a
clear, cost effective, and fast analysis of products and
proved to be well suited for QC.

The fat content of different emulsions (margarine and
mayonnaise) can be determined using single‐sided
NMR.[98] Two different LF‐NMR methods, namely, a
ratio method and a relaxation time method, were success-
fully applied.

The crystal structure of triacylglycerides (TAG) was
investigated in several publications.[99–101] The TAG
morphology has a major influence on texture, sensory
taste, and extended shelf life. Transverse and longitudinal
relaxation and dipolar interactions reflected in the second
moment M2 allow to measure the polymorphism of TAG
independently of chain length and sample temperature.
Crystal growth was investigated in a cooling process.
T1 as a function of time could be related to Ostwald
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ripening. Conclusions were drawn about the size of the
lipid crystals.

Conte et al.[102] dealt with the supramolecular struc-
ture of triglycerides in extra virgin olive oil (EVOO).
By modeling the longitudinal relaxation times with a
biexponential fit, two components could be differentiated,
the fast relaxing part was attributed to the polar head and
the slow relaxing part to the apolar fatty acid tail. The
TAGs seem to be arranged in inverse‐micelle‐like
arrangements, with small amounts of polar EVOO mole-
cules such as polyphenol, carotenoid, and chlorophyll
providing stability by weak H‐bonds. Adding acetic acid
up to 20% increased the relaxation times, whereby the
increase of the slower relaxing part was four times larger
than that of the faster relaxing part. At even higher con-
centrations of acetic acid, phase separation was observed.
The authors concluded that there was a rearrangement of
the inverse‐micelle‐like structures towards a micelle‐like
organization. In consequence, EVOO is not disordered
and amorphous liquids but is arranged in supramolecular
aggregates. This raises completely new questions regard-
ing their absorption path in human nutrition. In the
course of a healthier diet, it is important to avoid exces-
sive consumption of transfats. A possible alternative is
high‐stearic high‐oleic sunflower oil, the crystallization
behavior of which was investigated using LF‐NMR
relaxation, among other methods.[103]

Quantification of triglycerides using high‐field NMR
has been widespread for many years. Gerdova et al.[104]

were able to quantify various TAGs at 60 MHz and
confirm the results by a GC analysis. This can be used
for the identification of adulteration food oils, for
example, olive oil. In addition, it was shown that the
TAG profile is very specific for different types of meat.
A PCA considering spectral regions of olefinic, bis‐allylic,
and terminal ─CH3 groups allowed meat samples from
beef and horse to be clustered.[105]

LF‐NMR was successfully used to determine lipid con-
centration in a large number of dairy products, for exam-
ple, different products of milk powder such as infant
formula[106] and cottage cheese[107] or packaged dairy
products by unilateral NMR[108] and to determine the
solid/liquid ratio of anhydrous milk fat in hard and soft
cheese.[109] Conclusions on product quality or errors in
maintaining the cold chain were reported from the relax-
ation behavior of crystalline fat phase in ice cream.[110]

Further studies describe the determination of the oil
content in fried foods[111] and the simultaneous determi-
nation of fat and water content in caramel.[174]

In 1D 1H spectra peak overlap limits an unambiguous
assignment and thus the subsequent quantification and
statistical analysis, especially at low magnetic fields.
Standard 2D experiments are much more explicit in
chemical assignment but have the disadvantage of large
measurement times, sometimes several hours, and are
therefore traditionally ruled out as a method in mass
screening. By using a benchtop ultrafast 2D NMR
method, it was shown that 2D measurements can be
carried out in a short time period of less than 3 min.[112]

Six different edible oils were clearly discriminated by a
PCA of the data, also with respect to adulterations.
4.3.7 | Adulteration of edible oils

An important field in QC of food oils is the verification of
authenticity. Adulteration is diverse, both false indica-
tions of origin and punching with other ingredients are
known. Olive oil is often affected by adulteration. It is
often mixed with cheaper vegetable oils (soybean, corn,
sunflower, cotton, hazelnut, peanut, palm, and many
others). A fast, inexpensive, and noninvasive method for
checking the authenticity of oils is therefore desirable.
Classical analytical methods were compared in a
review,[113] optical means, mass spectrometry, and NMR
spectroscopy being among them.

Xu et al.[114] used NMR mobile universal surface
explorer to measure transverse relaxation and self‐
diffusion on the oils with a spin echo pulse sequence in
the static gradient.[92,115] Olive oils with different concen-
trations of sunflower oil or red palm oil were investigated,
exploring the capabilities of 2D ILT.

The analysis of olive oils within an intact bottle was
performed by Santos et al.[116] The transverse relaxation
time T2 of 37 different samples was determined by means
of a LF‐NMR spectrometer and an unilateral NMR sen-
sor. PCA resulted in well‐separated clusters of pure olive
oil, pure soybean oil, and blends of both components.
The LF‐NMR measurements showed a better S/N ratio,
a clearer separation, and thus, a better distinguishability
of the oils and therefore seem to be more suitable for
wider use.

A large number of oils (anola, flax, grape seed, peanut,
soybean, and sunflower seed oils) were mixed into olive
oils, namely, olive oils with different oleoyl acyl contents,
among them being Arbequina olive oil.[117] The combina-
tion of LF‐NMR relaxation and UV/VIS spectroscopy was
able to provide evidence for adulteration.[117] T2 values
were determined by biexponential fits.

In addition to relaxation, adulterations of olive oil
could also be detected by spectroscopy with a 60 MHz
benchtop spectrometer.[118,119] The adulteration of olive
oil with hazelnut oil was proven by chemometric data
analysis of the 1H spectra. The detection limit for hazel-
nut oil was at approximately 11% w/w. Adulteration of
EVOO with soybean oil[119] was proven because EVOO
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is mainly composed of monounsaturated fatty acids. The
signal intensities in the bis‐allylic region in 1H spectra
(2.5 to 3.0 ppm) are significantly lower than in soybean
oils, which mainly consist of the polyunsaturated fatty
acid linoleic acid.

Other types of oil adulterations were also reported. Pea-
nut oil, which is particularly popular in China, was mixed
with soybean, rapeseed, or palm oil.[120] By means of the
LF‐NMRmeasurement of transverse relaxation and subse-
quent data analysis via calculation of T2 distributions and
principal component analysis, adulterations were detected
and quantified. Kim et al.[121] could prove the adulteration
of perilla oil with soybean oil (>6 vol%), which is wide-
spread in Korea, by low‐field spectroscopy at 43 MHz.

Some other cases are known in which used frying oil
was added to vegetable oil that has been declared as
fresh.[122] The T2 distribution served as an indicator for
such adulterations.
5 | CONCLUSION

LF‐NMR was proven to be a valuable tool for the charac-
terization of oils (Table 1). Not only technical but also
food oils were measured in the stages of raw oils, produc-
tion, and refinement as well as during use. The diversity
of this material class is complemented by the variety of
LF‐NMR methods on the analytical side, which makes
the topic fascinating while being multifaceted. To name
a few, relaxation properties mainly in form of transverse
relaxation, diffusion , and spectroscopy were applied to
characterize chemical composition (e.g., aging and satu-
ration degree), physical states such as dispersion (e.g.,
droplet size determination) and molecular mobility (e.g.,
crystallinity). Pulse sequences and data processing were
optimized for dedicated applications, for example, for
measuring wet food or to provide 2D relaxation
distributions. Further investigations are expected to
explore LF spectroscopy, relaxation, and diffusion espe-
cially in terms of characterization of aging and adultera-
tion but also during oil production and fabrication.
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